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Magellan SAR images and altimetric data were used to produce 
a new geologic map of the Northern part of Beta Regio within the 
frames of C1-30N279 map sheet. It was part of our contributions 
into C1-forrnate geologic mapping efforts. The original map is at 
1:8,000,000 scale. 

The rift structures are typical for Beta Regio on Venus (1-3)- 
There are many large uplifted tessera areas on Beta upland. They 
occupy areas of higher topography. These tessera are partly bur- 
ried by younger volcanic cover of plain material (fig- 1)- These 
observations shows Beta upland was formed mainly due to lithosphe- 
ric tectonical uplifting, and only partly was constructed by vol- 
canic activity. 

A number of rift valleis traverse Beta upland and spread to 
the surrounding lowlands. The largest rift crosses Beta N to S. 
Typical width of rifts is 40 to 160 km. Rift valleis in this 
region are structuraly represented by crustal grabens and half- 
grabens- There are symmetrical and asymmetrical rifts. A lot of 
them have shoulder uplifts with the relative high up to 0.5-1 km 
and width 40 to 60 km. Preliminary analysis of the largest rift 
valley structural cross-sections leads to conclusion it have 
originated due to 5-10% crustal extension. 

The pr~minent shield volcano - Theia Mons - is located at 
the centre of Beta rift system ffig.2). It. could h:re considered 
as the surface manifistation of the upper manthle hot spot. 
Most of the rift belts are located radially to Theia Mons- 

The set of these data leads to conclusion that Beta rift 
system has an "active-passive" origin. It was formed due to the 
regional tectonic lithospheric extension- Rifting was accelerated 
by the upper mantle hot spot located under the centre of passive 
extensiur~ (under Reta Regio) . 
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Fig-1- Geologic may of Northern Beta Regio, sheet C1-30N279 
(The map's legend explanation is given at the preceding page) 

Fig.%. Tectonics sketch map of Beta Regio 
Legend: 1 - mainly plain, undivided; 2 - tessera; 3 - rift valley 
with fractured bottom: 4 - volcanic shield; 5 - . . - - -  L v r  ona; 6 - normal 
fault; 7 - boundary of tectonic uplift; 8 - rift's uplifted shoulder 
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